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ABSTRACT 
A wort chiller is a heat exchanger used to remove heat from unfermented beer immediately 
following the boiling process.  A faster cooling process leads to a better finished product.  
While modern plate chillers and immersion chillers each offer some benefits they are not 
without problems.  While the increased surface area of plate chillers allow for faster cooling 
they are prone to clogging, difficult to clean and only cool a small portion of the wort at one 
time.  Immersion chillers offer easy cleaning and sanitization but their reduced area means 
slower cooling times and their current design leaves the brew pot uncovered during the 
cooling process.  By designing an immersion plate chiller that combines the advantages of 
both types of chiller, an ideal solution to this problem was found. 
 
By surveying home brewers the most important product feature was determined to be the 
overall cooling time.  Another key piece of information gained was the average size of a 
batch being cooled.  This was critical for calculating an estimated cooling time before 
building the chiller as well as determining the required flow rate. A quality function 
deployment diagram was used to analyze customer input and determine the engineering 
characteristics which would most influence the products ability to meet the requirements of 
the customer.   
 
There were three different design alternatives considered for the final design of the wort 
chiller.  They were compared using a weighted decision matrix and the design chosen was 
the vertical orientation immersion plate chiller.  The size of the chiller was determined by the 
size of a typical brew pot used for batches where 6 gallons are being cooled.  Given the 
general size and number of cooling plates, heat transfer calculations were performed using a 
spreadsheet with over 157,000 calculations.  After initial calculations, adjustments in the 
plate geometry were made and the calculated cooling time was determined to be 
approximately 11 minutes. 
 
After completing the entire design in SolidWorks there were several important computer 
analysis programs run.  A flow simulation on the heat exchanger proved that dispersion fins 
were required on the inlet side in order to insure proper mixture and heat transfer to the 
cooling fluid.  A temperature distribution was applied to the heat exchanger plates and they 
were analyzed to determine the thermal expansion as well as the resulting thermal stresses.  
Upon finalization of the analysis, drawings were released and manufacturing began. 
 
Components were machined from 6061 aluminum using a Water-Jet Cutting machine, 
Makino High Speed Mill, Bench Lathe and Drill press.  Rubber seals were chosen along with 
stainless steel fasteners.  Upon assembly, the wort chiller was tested.  The chiller successfully 
cooled 6 gallons of a water and sucrose solution from boiling temperature at just under 
100°C to 26°C in approximately 11 minutes. 
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
The practice of privately brewing beer in the home was legalized in 1978 for the first time 
since prohibition declared it illegal in 1919.  In the thirty years since, home brewing has 
continued to grow in popularity.  Today there are nearly one million home brewers in the 
United States (1).  According to Brew Your Own Magazine over $103 million is spent by 
readers annually on homebrew supplies and equipment (2). 
  
The brewing process can be broken into five basic steps as outlined below (3). 

1. Malted barley is soaked in hot water to release the malt sugars.  
2. The malt sugar solution is boiled with Hops for seasoning.  
3. The solution is cooled and yeast is added to begin fermentation.  
4. The yeast ferments the sugars, releasing CO2 and ethyl alcohol.  
5. After fermentation, the beer is bottled with sugar to provide carbonation.  

A critical stage in the beer brewing process is wort cooling.  This consists of rapidly cooling 
the wort or unfermented beer from a boiling temperature of over 200 degrees F to a 
temperature which is safe for the yeast to be added; normally a minimum of 80 degrees F.  
This is done by use of a type of heat exchanger called a wort chiller.  Once the wort drops 
below 165 degrees F, the danger of infection from airborne bacteria and stray yeasts 
increases dramatically.  For this reason it's critical to lower the temperature of the wort as 
rapidly as possible.  Rapid wort cooling also serves to decrease the risk of oxidation as well 
as creating a cold break which separates proteins in the wort and helps to insure a beer with 
improved clarity (4). 
 
The basic principle of a wort chiller is that it functions as a heat exchanger.  A heat 
exchanger is a device that facilitates the flow of heat from one fluid to another without the 
mixture of the two fluids.  A representation of the heat transfer from one fluid to another can 
be seen in Figure 1.  It consists of convection heat transfer from the hot fluid to the surface of 
a metal wall that separates the two fluids.  Heat is then transferred thru the solid metal wall 
by conduction and finally the heat moves from the other surface of the metal wall to the fluid 
by convection.  The heat is then carried away in the flow of cooler water (5). 
 

 
                     Figure 1: Heat Transfer in Wort Chillers 
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RESEARCH  
  
Wort chillers that offer the greatest heat transfer rates are plate chillers and counter-flow 
chillers as shown below in Figure 2 and Figure 3.  These types of chillers have several 
drawbacks. Plate chillers and counter-flow chillers are difficult to clean and sanitize.  This 
results in an increased risk of clogging and infection (6).  Additionally, these chill only a 
small percentage of the wort as it passes thru the chiller.  The remaining wort sits in the kettle 
at a near boiling temperature waiting to be cooled.  The result is that alpha acids responsible 
for aroma and flavor in beer will continue to be isomerized and drive off the volatile oils that 
good hop aroma and flavor depend upon (7). 

                        

              Figure 2: Plate Chiller (8)                                    Figure 3: Counter-Flow Chiller   
 
A solution to the deficiencies of plate chillers and counter-flow chillers is the immersion 
style wort chiller shown in Figure 4.  It is traditionally constructed from coils of copper 
tubing.  Cool water flows thru tubing and cools the wort. The problem with this design is that 
once the temperature begins to drop it is important to keep the cooling wort covered to 
prevent possible infection (4).  However it's impossible to cover the pot with an immersion 
style cooler in the pot.  By designing a brewing pot lid with an integrated immersion style 
wort chiller the wort could be cooled effectively without isomerizing volatile hop oils in 
addition to minimizing the risk of infection.   

 

                                        Figure 4 Immersion Style Wort Chiller (8) 
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In an effort to collect an extensive list of product features, several commercially sold wort 
chillers were researched and analyzed.  Each of the three major categories of wort chillers 
were represented in the research which can be found in Appendix A.  The research covered 
several examples of immersion style chillers in addition to a counter-flow chiller and a plate 
chiller.  Interviews were conducted with owners of both an immersion style chiller as well as 
a counter-flow chiller. 
 
As the focus of this project is immersion style chillers three different immersion style chillers 
were researched.  These three examples varied in size, price and material.  Two of the 
chillers were made of copper and a third was made of Stainless Steel.  The Northern Brewer 
Standard chiller was the smaller of the two copper chillers.  It was also the least expensive of 
the three immersion style wort chillers.  This model represents low budget immersion 
chillers.  According to an interview with a home brewer who uses this specific chiller the 
advantages of this chiller are its low price and easy setup.  However, the cooling time is slow 
and it uses too much water. The entire interview can be found in Appendix A.  The second 
example of an immersion style chiller is the Deluxe Immersion Chiller sold by Midwest 
supplies.com.  Again this chiller is made from copper.  It is however much larger and more 
expensive.  The larger size of this chiller allows it to have increased cooling area and faster 
cooling times.  However online reviews from the vendor describe the shape as awkward and 
heavy (9).  The third immersion style chiller found in Appendix A is the Deluxe Stainless 
Steel Immersion wort chiller.  This chiller is the same size as the previous example but it is 
made from stainless tubing instead of traditional copper tubing.  While this chiller is more 
robust, cooling does take longer due to lower heat conduction properties of stainless steel 
(10). 
 
A convoluted counter-flow wort chiller is the next type of chiller researched.  This specific 
chiller is known as the Chillzilla.  It features rapid cooling by using the principle of counter-
flow chilling.  A counter-flow chiller functions by allowing hot wort to pass thru a tube in 
one direction and cold water to flow in the opposite direction.  As seen Figure 5.  In an 
interview with a home brewer who uses the Chillzilla he explained that he appreciates the 
fast cooling rates of this chiller (11).  However he is concerned about whether the inside of 
the chiller is truly clean since the surface is completely hidden.  The full interview can be 
found in Appendix A. 

 
                                   Figure 5: Counter-Flow Heat Exchanger (12) 
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The Therminator is considered to be one of the best counter-flow plate chillers on the market.  
Plate chillers use a similar concept to counter-flow chillers, but instead of long pipes, water 
flows over plates which are sandwiched together as seen in Figure 6 below.  It boasts 
extremely fast cooling rates in addition to being small, light and easy to handle.  One specific 
downfall to this unit is that a recommended back flush hose assembly is sold separately to 
make sure the Therminator stays clean.  Plate chillers have small passages which can leave 
them prone to clogging from hop debris (13).   
 
  

 
                                 Figure 6: Counter-Flow Plate Chiller (14) 
  
While these two chillers are among the fastest available their disadvantages include high cost 
($200) and difficult cleaning and sanitizing.  There is also the negative impact of cooling a 
small portion of the wort at one time.  As discussed previously, this can have an adverse 
effect on the final taste and aroma of the finished beer. 
 
A final research topic discovered is the use of a pump in the recirculation of hot wort over the 
copper coils of an immersion style chiller.  The cooled wort runs along the coil back to the 
remaining wort.  With this method an immersion style chiller is used to cool a small amount 
of wort but the cooled wort is quickly returned back to the rest of the wort.  This will avoid 
one of the disadvantages of plate chillers and counter-flow chillers which isolate the cooled 
wort from the hot wort.  Another added benefit of this type of system is that as the wort 
reenters the pot it is running in a circular motion and the momentum of the stream creates a 
whirlpool effect which aids in increasing the convection coefficient of the submerged 
immersion coils (7).  The only major downfall of this system is that it requires the use of a 
pump which would increase the price, complexity and setup time for this cooling system.  A 
picture of this system is shown below in Figure 7. 
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                                       Figure 7: Whirlpool Immersion Chiller (7) 
 
Table 1 below shows a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each chiller 
researched. 
 
                 Table 1: Research Summary 

 
 
The preceding research indicates that while each type of wort chiller has a unique 
combination of advantages and disadvantages there is not one that specifically outperforms 
the others in all areas.  An ideal chiller would combine the size, cooling speed and closed 
system performance of a counter-flow or plate chiller with the ease of sanitation and 
homogenous cooling of the immersion wort chiller.  
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CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

PRODUCT FEATURE DEFINITION  
After careful examination of existing products a list of product features was created.  This list 
of features was used to survey potential customers to gage the importance of each feature.  It 
is important to define each feature as their relationship with engineering characteristics of the 
product will determine the final direction and focus of the product design. 
 

• Water Usage:  The volume of water used to cool the wort after boiling to desired 
temperature (measured in gallons). 

• Cooling Time:  The amount of time required to cool the wort after boiling to the 
desired temperature (measured in minutes). 

• Stirring Feature:  The cooling wort is typically stirred in order to increase the heat 
transfer rate.  The presence of a lid during cooling would make this difficult, therefore 
a stirring feature either automatic or manual would be useful.  

• Cost:  The price in dollars that the customer would pay for this product. 

• Size:  Generally speaking, a larger chiller is more difficult to handle, store and clean.  
However there is a direct relationship with cooling area and size.  Traditional 
immersion style wort chillers that have a large cooling area to facilitate faster cooling 
times are consequently very large and awkward. 

• Ease of Cleaning:  In order to prevent contamination to future batches, it is important 
to clean the chiller after every use.  A product that is easy to clean will be more 
desirable to the customer. 

• Ease of Operation:  Wort chiller operation involves four phases.  Set up involves 
sanitizing and making the proper connections.  Running the chiller by turning on the 
water.  Disconnecting the chiller and finally cleaning the chiller.  A chiller that is easy 
to operate would require no special tools for connection or disconnection as well as 
offering a simple rinse to clean operation. 

• Durability:  A product that works every time it is turned on without failure is 
considered durable.   

• Corrosion Resistance:  Materials used in construction of the chiller must not be 
prone to rust.  Copper and aluminum are acceptable as the formation protective 
oxides on the outside surface prevent any metallic contamination in the beer (15).  
Similar practice can be observed in the use of copper and aluminum cookware. 

• Ability to Hang/Suspend:  The ability of an immersion wort chiller to be suspended 
from the brewing pot would allow hands free operation and keep the chiller stable 
during cooling.  It would also allow the chiller to be suspended at the top of the pool 
of wort.  Natural convection will cause the cooled wort to drop down and the hotter 
wort to rise up.  Therefore the chiller would be best utilized near the top of the wort 
pool. 

• Temperature Reading:  This feature would allow the wort temperature to be read at 
any given time by use of an integrated hands free thermometer. 

• Ease of Storage:  A wort chiller that is easily stored would include a box or case for 
storage as well as caps to prevent any foreign articles from getting inside the chiller. 
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SURVEY RESULTS  
There were two primary objectives for the customer survey.  The first was to gage the level 
of importance for each of the 12 product features.  The secondary objective was to measure 
for each feature, the current level of satisfaction that the customer has with the product or 
method that they are currently using.  Customers were asked to rate the feature importance 
and their current satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 5. There were two additional questions at the 
end of the survey.  The first question asked how many gallons of wort they typically cool.  
This information will prove valuable in the design phase of the project as it will dictate the 
required cooling capacity for the average user.  The survey also asked how much they would 
expect to spend on a new chiller.  Twenty five different home brewers were surveyed both 
online and in person.  The full survey and results can be found in appendix B while an 
abbreviated table of results is shown below in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Survey Results 

 

 

 
Of the twelve customer features which were rated on the survey, cooling time proved to be 
most important to the customer.  The lowest scoring features were stirring feature and ability 
to hang/suspend.  There may be a correlation to the fact that these two features are not 
included on any wort chillers currently on the market.  The idea of these features may seem 
foreign to customers; consequently they may consider them unimportant.  Similarly the three 
customer features which the survey showed customers to be least satisfied with proved to be 
features not found on commercial wort chillers; stirring feature, temperature reading and 
ability to hang/suspend.  The probable cause of customer dissatisfaction with these features is 
that the customer must perform these tasks manually during the wort cooling process.   
 
The result of the first additional question at the end of the survey showed that the majority of 
those polled cool 5 gallons.  It should also be noted that only 5% of those surveyed cooled 
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more than 5 gallons.  The design should focus on cooling no more than 5 gallons at one time.   
 

ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMER INPUT 
Data collected from the customer survey was used in the construction of a quality 
deployment function diagram which can be found in Appendix C.  This diagram is a product 
development tool used to direct the design approach based on the desires of the customer.  
The first step involves assigning a correlation value based on the relationship between each 
product feature and engineering characteristic. 
In this application a designer’s multiplier was utilized on five specific product features.  A 
multiplier of 1.05 was applied to water usage.  The designer’s reasoning for this factor is that 
while water usage scored low on the customer survey an excessive amount of water usage 
would be considered undesirable to most users as it may provide problems in disposal.  In 
addition some areas of the world have limited water supplies and in these areas the average 
survey results for water usage would most likely be much higher.  Stirring feature and 
temperature reading both received a designer’s multiplier of 1.03 and ability to hang/suspend 
received a multiplier of 1.05.  These are customer requirements that are not currently found 
in wort chillers on the market.  Therefore customers may not consider them important.  The 
designer’s belief is that once these features are included, the customer will consider them to 
be important product features in the future.   
 
The QFD diagram helps to define a relative importance for each engineering characteristic as 
well as a relative weight for each customer requirement.  The relative weight of each product 
feature is determined by a calculation that uses several factors including the survey results for 
customer importance, customer satisfaction, as well as the planned level of satisfaction for 
the new product and the designer’s multiplier.  The final results of the QFD are shown below 
in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Quality Function Deployment Results 

 
 

PRODUCT OBJECTIVES 
The following is a list of product objectives and how they will be obtained or measured to 
ensure that the goal of the project was met. This chiller will not be intended to cool batches 
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of more than 6 gallons. 
 

Cooling Time:  

• The time to cool six gallons of wort with a specific gravity of 1.060 from a boiling 
temperature of 212°F to a pitching temperature of 76°F will be 20% faster than a 3/8 
diameter x 50 ft. immersion style wort chiller.  Total cooling time 20 minutes. 

Ability to Suspend:  

• The chiller will incorporate a lid to cover much of the brew pot and allow the heat 
exchanger to be suspended in the center of the pot. 

Durability:   

• Chiller will be free of leaks with no required maintenance for a period of 5 years of 
normal use.  (When used approximately 20 times per year). 

Ease of Cleaning:  

• The chiller will meet design criteria and standards as outlined in The Institute of Food 
and Agricultural Sciences, “Sanitary Design and Construction of Food Equipment” 
document number FSHN0409. 

• The Chiller will be suitable for a CIP (clean in place) style cleaning operation as per       
3-A SSI standards. 

Stirring Feature:  

• The chiller design will facilitate the ability to stir the wort during cooling and create a 
whirlpool motion to increase the heat transfer coefficient. 

 

PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

SCHEDULE 
The project schedule involves two phases; Design & Manufacturing, and finally Assembly & 
Testing.  Each phase is broken into individual tasks with required completion dates to assure 
the project is on schedule.  Table 4 below shows the breakdown.   
 
Table 4:  Task Organization 

 
 
A condensed schedule for the entire project is shown below in Table 5.  Please reference 
Appendix D for a complete schedule with scheduled and actual due dates. 
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Table 5: Condensed Schedule 

 

 

INITIAL BUDGET 
The total preliminary budget for this project is $381.  The immersion chiller budget is broken 
into five sections as shown below in Figure 8. 
 

 
                       Figure 8: Proposed Budget Chart 
  
The heat exchanger element is the part of the chiller which will be responsible for heat 
transfer.  For budgetary purposes 5052 aluminum was chosen.  The cost of the aluminum is 
$61 with an additional $85 budgeted for machining.  This estimate is based on 3 hours 
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milling time at a rate of $28/hr.  The final budgetary element of the heat exchanger is $30 
allocated for copper tubing.  The copper tubing comes in coiled lengths and can be easily cut, 
formed and soldered for its final design purpose.  
 
The next part of the chiller budget is for the base of the chiller.  The heat exchanger element 
will be mounted to the base.  Again a budgetary material selection of 5052 aluminum would 
result in approximately $10 material cost.  Machining budget for this part is $25. 
 
The rest of the components in the assembly will be purchased.  These components include 
seals, connections and fasteners in addition to an integrated thermometer.  A miscellaneous 
budget of $60 was chosen to account for unforeseen costs.  Final testing of the wort chiller 
will require a propane burner which accounts for $50 as the final element of the budget.   For 
specific budget details please reference Appendix E. 
 

THREE DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

CHECK VALVE WHIRLPOOL CHILLER 
The first of three design alternatives is called the check valve whirlpool chiller.  This chiller 
is based directly on the concept of the whirlpool immersion chiller.  The main deficiency of 
the whirlpool immersion chiller is the necessity of a pump to re-circulate hot wort over the 
copper coils.  A pump would greatly increase the cost and complexity of an immersion 
chiller.  The check valve whirlpool chiller solves this requirement by using the velocity of the 
cooling water that flows thru the copper coils of the immersion chiller to create a vacuum 
which pulls the hot wort up thru a dip tube and onto the exposed coils of the chiller as shown 
in Figure 9 below. 

 
            Figure 9: Check Valve Whirlpool Chiller 
 
 

Advantages 

• Automatic Whirlpool 
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• Homogeneous Cooling 
Disadvantages 

• Water Pressure Variation yields unpredictable results 
 

HORIZONTAL PLATE IMMERSION CHILLER 
The next two design alternatives are two configurations of the same idea.  This idea 
combines the benefits of both plate chillers and immersion chillers.  An immersion plate 
chiller would allow the entire mass of the wort to be cooled at once while utilizing a 50% 
increase in cooling surface area when compared to a copper tube immersion chiller.  Cooling 
plates are equally spaced from one another and water passes thru interior channels that run 
thru the plates.  The first iteration of the idea is shown in Figure 10 below. 
 

 
          Figure 10: Horizontal Plate Immersion Chiller 
 

Advantages 

• Coolest Water enters at the top with the hottest wort 

• Increased Cooling Area (50% increase) 

• Homogeneous Cooling 
Disadvantages 

• Horizontal Orientation impedes natural convection 
 
In this configuration the plates are aligned horizontally and the water enters the first plate on 
top.  It then flows to the next plate below and so on until it reaches the final plate where the 
water exits thru a vertical return pipe.  The advantage to this configuration is that the coolest 
water will be in the same location as the hottest wort.  This maximum temperature difference 
will lead to an increased rate of heat transfer.  There is however a drawback to this 
configuration.  The horizontal orientation of the plates will impede the natural convection 
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current flow which runs in a vertical manner as seen in figure below. 
 

VERTICAL PLATE IMMERSION CHILLER 
The second configuration of the immersion plate chiller is a vertical orientation chiller as 
seen in Figure 11 below.  While this chiller sacrifices the advantage of the coolest water 
being exposed to the hottest wort at all times it does not create the natural current convection 
barrier which is created by the horizontal plate configuration. 
 

  
        Figure 11: Vertical Plate Immersion Chiller 
 

Advantages 

• Increased Cooling Area (50% increase) 

• Unrestricted Natural Convection Heat Flow 

• Homogeneous Cooling 
Disadvantages 

• Coolest water is not localized at top of wort. 
 

WEIGHTED DECISION MATRIX 
The three design alternatives were compared using a weighted decision matrix.  Each 
alternative’s performance was directly compared to a standard coiled copper immersion 
chiller for each weighted design criterion and rated on a scale of 0 to 4.  The results shown 
below in Table 6 indicate the vertical plate chiller to be the best choice.  
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 Table 6: Weighted Decision Matrix 

 
 

DESIGN 

WORT CHILLER BASE 
The Wort Chiller Base will provide the following functions explained below.  The general 
size of the base was dictated by the size of the pot.  This component will be manufactured 
with a combination of water jet cutting, lathe operations and secondary drill press operations. 
 

1. It will fully cover the pot during cooling to decrease the risk of infection due to wild 
yeast and bacteria. 

2. It will provide the wort chiller with a base that it can be suspended from.  This will 
allow the cooling element to be suspended in the wort, instead of sitting at the bottom 
of the pot. 

3. It will have two handles for easy handling and stability. 
4. It will have a window, providing access to the wort for the purpose of stirring as well 

as measuring the temperature.  This window will have a cover so that the wort is not 
exposed during cooling. 

5. The final design can be seen in Figure 12 below. 
 

 
            Figure 12: Wort Chiller Base 
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HEAT TRANSFER PLATE 
The general size and number of the heat transfer plates was limited by the size and shape of 
the pot that the wort is boiled in.  This pot is Ø13.75 inches in diameter and 15 inches deep.   
In order to leave adequate spacing for assembly and fluid flow it was determined that a 
maximum of six 8 in. x 8in. heat transfer plates could be used. 
   
While the size and number of plates was already set the internal geometry of the heat transfer 
plates still needed finalized.  The initial interior design involved an extended narrow channel 
that ran along as much of the cooling area as possible.  The dimensions of this channel were 
.31 inches wide by .20 inches deep with a total length of 127 inches.  This design can be seen 
in Figure 13 below. 
 

 
        Figure 13: Heat Transfer Plate with Channels 
  
After completing heat transfer calculations it became clear that there was a problem with this 
design.  As the flow of heat is directly proportional to temperature difference the maximum 
temperature difference will yield the highest heat transfer rate. Figure below shows the 
temperature difference between the cooling fluid within the plates and the hot wort outside 
the plates.  Here we can see that the temperature difference drops dramatically from each 
plate to the next.  This means the majority of heat transfer is done by the first two plates with 
very little done by the final four plates.   
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Figure 14: Channeled Plate Temperature Difference 
  
After further analyzing the calculations it became apparent that the fluid was spending too 
much time in each plate.  The solution was to open up the interior design of the plate so that 
there were no channels at all, as seen in Figure 15 below. 
 

 
            
        Figure 15: Heat Transfer Plate with Open Flow 
  
 
The resulting calculations showed substantial temperature differences as shown in the Figure 
16 below. 
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Figure 16: Open Flow Plate Temperature Difference 
  
Two methods of assembly were considered for the heat transfer plate.  The first method is 
brazing.  This is the chosen method of assembly for plate chillers used in the brewing 
industry.  The second assembly option considered was stainless fasteners and rubber seals.  
In this method a nitrile rubber seal would be responsible for keeping the two fluids separated 
and the entire assembly would be held together by stainless steel fasteners.  The two options 
were compared using a weighted decision matrix.  As shown in Table 7 below fasteners and 
seals proved to be the better option. 
 
           Table 7: Assembly Method Weighted Decision Matrix 

 
 
The Final element of heat exchanger plate design came when analyzing the flow within the 
plates.  While performing a Flow Analysis of the Heat Exchanger the designer noticed a 
tendency for the majority of the cooling fluid to flow directly from the inlet to the outlet as 
seen in Figure 17 below. 
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                  Figure 17: Open Flow Design 
 
The solution was to add a series of fins in front of the inlet side of the plate as shown in 
Figure 18.  These fins act as a diffuser to disperse the flow of cool water over the entire plate 
thereby increasing the heat transfer rate.   
 

 
             Figure 18: Plate Design with Diffusers 
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The resulting fluid flow can be seen in Figure 19 below. 
 
 

 
    Figure 19: Diffused Flow 

 

SUPPORT COLUMNS 
The primary functions of the support columns are outlined below. 
 

1. They provide proper spacing between the plates. 
2. They provide a means to clamp the entire assembly together. 
3. One of the four columns separating each plate assembly has a hole that serves as a 

passage for the water to flow on to the next plate as shown in Figure 20 and 21
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  Figure 20: Support Columns      
  
For reasons of cost and material availability 6061 Aluminum was chosen.  These components 
will be manufactured using lathe as well as drill press operations. 
  

FLUID INLET AND OUTLET MANIFOLD 
The water will be delivered to the heat transfer plates by the fluid inlet and outlet manifolds.  
These subassemblies are composed of four separate elements as outline below and shown in 
Figure 21. 
 

1. Hose Connection: This is a standard connection for a garden hose.  The Supply hose 
as well as the fluid exit hose will each attach here. 

2. Flow Manifold: The flow manifold will be screwed to the first and last heat transfer 
plate.   

3. Stainless Pipe:  The cooling water flows thru the pipe to the manifold.  This is a 
purchased item. 

4. Collar Clamp:  The collar clamp is clamped onto the stainless pipe.  It functions as an 
adjustable stop to allow the heat exchanger element to be suspended in the wort at the 
desired level. 
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                        Figure 21: Fluid Inlet and Outlet Manifold 
 

HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 
The goal of heat transfer calculations for this project is to estimate the time for various flow 
rates to cool six gallons of wort with a specific gravity of 1.060 from an initial temperature of 
100°C to a final temperature of 26°C.  Per the proof of design agreement for this project the 
maximum allowable cooling time is 20 minutes.  The most challenging aspect of the 
calculations for this system is that there is no point in the system where it reaches a steady 
state condition.  As the temperature of the wort begins to cool there is an increase in the wort 
density as well as viscosity.  Each of these values has a direct relation to the natural 
convection coefficient of heat transfer on the outside of the heat transfer plates.  As 
previously discussed, the temperature of the cooling fluid also changes in the system as heat 
is transferred from the hot wort to the cooling fluid. 
 

FLOW CHART 
The flow chart shown in Figure 22 illustrates the progression of calculations performed to 
analyze the heat transfer in the system.  This is the procedure to analyze the heat transfer in 
one plate during one specific time interval. 

 
                      Figure 22: Calculation Flow Chart 
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SPREADSHEET 
In order to calculate the heat transfer for the entire system over all six plates for the entire 
temperature change from 100°C to 26°C, an excel spreadsheet was utilized.  Each of the six 
plates was represented by a series of six horizontal rows.  For each row there were 15 
different calculations performed.  After performing calculations for each of the six plates, the 
total heat removed by the system was used to calculate the overall change in temperature for 
wort during this one specific time period.  By updating the wort temperature at every time 
interval the results could be extended outward to the right until the final temperature was 
reached.  A screenshot of the heat transfer spreadsheet can be seen below in Figure 23.  Full 
Sample calculations can be found in Appendix F. 
  

 
      Figure 23: Heat Transfer Spreadsheet 
  
At a flow rate of 0.005 m3/s the final cooling time is 671 seconds or just over 11 minutes.  
For this particular set of data there were over 157,000 calculations. 
 

ANALYSIS 
The heat transfer spreadsheet can be used to determine not only the total time to reach the 
desired temperature, but also the total amount of water used by the system.  By applying 
several different flow rates to the system it is possible to make further observations of the 
overall performance of the system.  Figure 24 below illustrates the relationship between 
volumetric flow rate and cooling time. 
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             Figure 24: Cooling Time vs. Flow Rate 
  
As the volumetric flow rate is increased from 0 to 0.0003 there is substantial decrease in 
cooling time for the system.  After reaching 0.0005 m3/s the effect of increasing the flow rate 
is reduced substantially.  Consequently, water usage increases dramatically as shown below 
in Figure 25. 
 

 
             Figure 25: Flow Rate vs. Water Usage 
 
The calculations indicate that increasing the volumetric flow rate from 0.0005 m3/s to 0.001 
m3/s would yield a 50% increase in water usage but just a 30% decrease in cooling time. 
 

SOLIDWORKS SIMULATION RESULTS 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
In SolidWorks Simulation a Thermal Study was run to define the temperature distribution 
throughout the heat transfer plate assembly.  While the temperature on the outside of the 
plate is known to be equal to the temperature of the wort (100°C) and the temperature on the 
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inside of the plate is known to be equal to the temperature of the cooling water it is important 
to understand the temperature of each point in between these two barriers.  With this data it 
was possible to begin analyzing how the shock of being placed into the hot wort will affect 
the heat exchanger plate.  The resulting temperature distribution is shown below in Figure 26. 

 

 
              Figure 26: Temperature Distribution 

 

THERMAL STRAIN 
With a Temperature Distribution Study performed on the assembly it was possible to analyze 
the thermal displacement for the heat transfer plate.  There were initial concerns with the 
possibility of thermal expansion of the aluminum components compromising the sealing of 
the rubber seals.  However the results shown below in Figure 27 yield a maximum deflection 
in the sealing are of only 0.046mm which is well below the initial compression of the seals at 
assembly. 
 

 
            Figure 27: Thermal Displacement 
 

THERMAL STRESS 
The final step in analysis of the effects on the heat exchanger plate is the evaluation of 
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thermal stress within the components of the assembly.  This stress is the result of the rapid 
expansion of the aluminum components as their temperature changes.  If this stress exceeds 
the ultimate tensile strength of the material then this would lead to failure of the components.  
The results shown below in Figure 28 indicate a maximum stress in the plates of 120 MPa.  
This results in an acceptable factor of safety of 1.63. 
 

 
    Figure 28: Thermal Stress 
 

MANUFACTURING 
There were four manufacturing processes employed in the fabrication of components used in 
the immersion plate chiller.  Water-Jet Cutting, Secondary Drilling Operations, Lathe 
Turning, and High Speed Milling were all utilized to create the features required for the 
finished product.  
 

WATER-JET CUTTING 
A water-jet cutting machine utilizes a high pressure stream of water and abrasive media to 
cut parts of intricate shape from larger stock plates.  This operation served as the first 
manufacturing step in six of the wort chiller components. 
 

• Wort Chiller Base 

• Heat Transfer Plates 

• Top Plates 

• Window Cover 

• Flow Manifolds 

• End Caps 
 
The Water-Jet machine employed in this step was an OMAX 2652 Jet Machining Center as 
seen in Figure 29 below. 
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       Figure 29:  OMAX 2652 Jet Machining Center (18) 
 
After this step all components were de-burred.   At this point in the process only the Window 
Cover and the Top Plates were complete.  The remaining four parts moved onto other 
machining operation. 
 

LATHE TURNING 
A bench lathe was utilized for turning round features on two components in the assembly.  
The Support Columns and the Flow Manifolds were both machined during this phase of 
manufacturing. 
 
Phase one of the turning operations involved rough turning the support columns.  The outside 
diameter, inner cutout and center hole were each machined to their finished dimension while 
the overall length was cutoff with 0.020 extra stock for final machining. Figure 30 below 
represents the support column at this stage in manufacturing. 
 

 
             Figure 30: Rough Turned Support Column 
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A critical tool used in this phase of manufacturing was a mounting fixture for the supports 
columns and flow manifolds.  This fixture is shown in use below in Figure 31. 
 

 
 
         Figure 31: Mounting Fixture for Columns and Manifolds 
 
Because of the odd shape of the support columns and the square shape of the flow manifolds 
a round mounting fixture was required to hold these pieces during final turning. The work 
pieces were screwed to the mounting fixture by three #6-32 screws.  There were two critical 
features machined in this final turning step. 
 
The overall length of the support columns was machined at this point.  Half of the remaining 
0.020 stock was removed from each side.  By utilizing the mounting fixture is was possible 
to machine the first support column, set the machine to zero and repeat the process for all 20 
pieces  without removing the fixture from the machine.  This created a completely repeatable 
process and all 20 support columns were machined within a tolerance window of 0.001 in.  
This stage was critical because piece to piece variation in the length of the support columns 
could cause warping in the heat transfer plates and top plates which could have compromised 
the seals and caused leaks. 
 
The final turning phase involved machining grooves for the O-Ring Seals.  Grooves were 
machined on each side of the pass thru support columns as well as the sealing surface of the 
flow manifolds.  The final product can be seen in Figure 32 below. 
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            Figure 32: Finished Pass-Thru Support Column 
 

SECONDARY DRILLING AND TAPPING 
Secondary drilling and tapping operations as seen in Figure 33 shown below were required 
for four of the six Water-Jet components as well as the support columns.  Below is a 
summary of the operations performed for each component. 
 

• Chiller Base:  Tapped #10-32 holes for mounting window cover 

• Heat Transfer Plate:  Tapped #8-32 holes for mounting top plate 

• Flow Manifolds:  Tapped ¼-18 NPT Pipe Thread for stainless pipe 

• End Caps: Tapped #8-32 holes for final assembly 

• Support Columns:  Tapped #8-32 holes for final assembly 
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         Figure 33:  Tapping #8-32 Holes in Support Columns 
 

HIGH SPEED MILLING 
A Makino V33i High Speed Mill as seen below in Figure 34 was used to mill the heat 
transfer plates.  The total cost to mill each plate was approximately $300. 
 

 
     
    Figure 34: Makino V33i (19) 
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There were three key features that were created during this process. 
 

• The groove for the seal that encircles the perimeter of the plate. 

• The opening for water passage within the heat transfer plate 

• The dispersal fins for improved cooling fluid flow and mixture 
 
The finished heat transfer plate can be seen below in Figure 35. 
 

 
 

            Figure 35: Finished Heat Transfer Plate 
 

 

ASSEMBLY 
An exploded view of the parts of the assembly can be seen below in Figure 36. 
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   Figure 36:  Exploded View 
 
The Assembly was completed in a series of 10 steps as outlined below. 
 

1. Place a seal in each of the six heat transfer plates. 
2. Place a top plate on top of each heat transfer plate and secure with four #8-32 screws. 
3. Arrange three blind support columns and one pass thru column (with o-ring seal) in 

the proper orientation and secure to a heat exchanger plate with twelve #8-32 screws.  
Repeat for the remaining plates and support columns. 

4. Screw stainless pipes into flow manifolds. 
5. Attach flow manifolds and end caps to outside chiller plates with 24 #8-32 screws. 
6. Slide chiller base over stainless pipes. 
7. Attach collar clamps and water connections to stainless pipes. 
8. Attach Handles to chiller base with #10-24 screws. 
9. Attach window cover with two Ø1/4 x 2” shoulder screws. 

 
The final complete assembly can be seen below in Figure 37. 
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           Figure 37:  Complete Assembly 
 

FINAL BUDGET 
The final budget can be seen below in Figrure 38.   
 

 
    Figure 38: Final Prototype Budget 
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Nearly 90% of the$2,400 prototype cost is due to machining.  The majority of that machining 
cost is due to the time spent on the High Speed Milling Machine.  There are two steps that 
should be taken in order to make this a more affordable product to manufacture. 
 

• Alternative manufacturing methods for the plate should be investigated.  Higher 
production quantities would allow for more cost saving using such methods as casting 
or blanking. 

• Alternative designs strategies for the plates should also be investigated.  A new three 
piece design with a hollow center plate would greatly reduce the milling time and 
save money. 

 

TESTING AND RESULTS 

TESTING PROCEDURE 
In order to determine the cooling time of the wort chiller the following steps listed below 
were performed. 
 

1. Bring to boil 6 gallons of a water and sucrose solution with a specific gravity of 1.060 
2. As the water and sucrose solution is heating measure and record the inlet water 

temperature. 
3. After reaching boil remove heat and check temperature of solution. 
4. Place wort chiller on pot and turn on water flow. 
5. Begin Timer. 
6. Monitor and record the sucrose solution temperature every 30 seconds. 
7. Stop timer when sucrose and water solution reaches 26°C 
8. Record total cooling time. 

 

TESTING RESULTS 
The final cooling time was experimentally determined to be 11 minutes using inlet water 
with a temperature of 16.1°C.  The total performance can be observed in Figure 39 below. 
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Figure 39: Test Results 
 

PROOF OF DESIGN CHECKLIST 
In order to facilitate a simple method of evaluation of where the final project meets the 
criteria outlined in the Product objectives, a checklist was designed so that each aspect could 
be marked off with a simple yes or no.  The Checklist is shown below in Table 8. 
 
              Table 8: Proof of Design Checklist 
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With the wort chiller assembled and tested each item on the proof of design checklist can be 
individually analyzed and answered. 
 

1. Was the total cooling time for 6 gallons of 1.060 wort less than 20 minutes? Yes, as 

seen in earlier test results the total cooling time was 11 minutes. 
2. Does the chiller incorporate a lid to cover the brew pot?  Yes, the chiller base covers 

the entire brew pot during the cooling process. 
3. Can the wort be stirred without removing the wort chiller of the lid?  Yes, the wort 

can be stirred after rotating the window cover. 
4. Is the chiller free of leaks when operating under full flow?  Yes, the chiller was run 

under full flow while held above a large paper, there were no water marks on the 

paper. 
5. Are all contact surfaces smooth, nonporous, free of cracks and nonreactive?  Yes. 
6. Are all mating surfaces flush?  Yes. 
7. Are all openings covered?  Yes. 

 

CONCLUSION 
By combining the best features of two different products a new type of wort chiller has been 
created.  An immersion plate chiller has been proven to offer faster performance than a 
standard immersion chiller along with the benefit of covering the brew pot.  It also offers a 
design that is easier to clean and less prone to contamination than existing plate chiller 
designs.  However a re-design to eliminate or greatly reduce the milling time and decrease 
the overall cost would be necessary before any further development is done. 
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APPENDIX A:  RESEARCH 
 

NORTHERN BREWER STANDARD CHILLER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

• 25 feet of 3/8" copper tubing  
• Includes vinyl tubing for cold water 

in and warm water out 
• Female garden hose thread fitting 

that will fasten to most utility.  

• Approximate dimensions: 6-7" to the 
top of the coils, 9.5" in diameter, 
15.5" to the top of the chiller  

• Cost $70  

 
Used to cool about 3 gallons in 20 minutes. 
Helps to avoid the dangerous practice of 
manually moving hot wort. 
Purchase mainly driven by cost. 
Setup time takes too long. (About 10 
minutes) 
Easy to Sanitize 
Wort is exposed to possible contaminations 
during cooling process. 
Uses high volume of water. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.northernbrewer.co
m/brewing/standard-chiller-3-
8-x25-with-vinyl-tubing.html 
9/26/11 Standard Chiller 

3/8"x25' with vinyl 

tubing Item #7869 
northernbrewer.com 

Interview with customer, Sept. 25, 2011 
Eugene Hoffman, Home Brewer, 525 Lowell Ave., Cincinnati, OH, 45220. 
Homebrews Partial Boils about 3 gallons that need cooling.  He considers transporting hot 
pot to ice bath dangerous. 
After extensive shopping and research he settled on the Northern Brewer Standard 
Immersion Wort Chiller seen below. 
Overall he is satisfied with purchase.  He chose this product mainly for the cost savings and 
the fact that he trusted the vendor and had good results from other products purchased from 
them in the past. 
Has concerns with his current chilling process.  Wort is exposed to the environment during 
cooling which could lead to infection, tap water sometimes leaks from vinyl hose and hose 
clamps.  Setup time is too long. 
The important features which this customer would expect from a wort chiller are low cost, 
and simple setup (although setup time takes too long). 
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CHILLZILLA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

Inside tube (which carries wort from the 

kettle, through the chiller, into the 

fermenter) that is convoluted into an 

elongated spiral. This shape enhances the 

chiller's efficiency by creating turbulence in 

the cold water flowing through the outer 

tube and increasing the surface area of the 

wort that's exposed to cold water. 

Large (1/2-inch diameter) copper tubing 

used for the inside tube, increases the flow 

rate and decreases the chilling time. 

Measures just 10 inches from top coil to 

bottom coil, and 6 inches in diameter.  

Needed but not included are 2 to 3 feet of 

1/2-inch ID thermoplastic tubing, 2 to 3 

feet of 1/2-inch ID vinyl tubing.  

 
Cost $200. 
All metal construction. 
Extremely Efficient.  Rapidly cools wort 
using minimum amount of water. 
Five gallons of wort can be cooled in less 
than ten minutes. 
Longer Setup time. 
More difficult to Sanitize.  
Smaller than an immersion style wort chiller 
but larger than a plate style (Therminator). 
Less prone to clogging than plate style 
chiller. 

http://www.northernbrewer.com/bre
wing/brewing-equipment/wort-
chillers/counterflow-
chillers/chillzilla.html  9/26/11 

Chillzilla Item #7518 
northernbrewer.com 

Interview with customer, Sept. 23, 2011 
Mark Mitchell Jr., Home Brewer, 1580 Colonial Dr., Cincinnati, OH, 45238. 
Homebrews Full Boils about 5 to 6 gallons that needs cooling.  Purchased the Chillzilla 
Counterflow Wort Chiller seen below about 6 months ago. 
Overall he is very satisfied with purchase.  He chose this product mainly for the improved 
efficiency.  He previously used a small immersion chiller but did not obtain the results that 
he wanted (cooling took too long). 
There are some attributes of this system which the home brewer does not like.  He does not 
like the fact that he cannot see surfaces where the wort flows thru.  He is aware of the 
possibility of dirt or corrosion on these inside surfaces possibly causing a contamination. 
In addition the setup is more involved and cumbersome that using an immersion wort 
chiller.  He also states that it is more difficult to disinfect before use. 
The important features which drove him to make this purchase and which he would expect 
from any chiller worth purchasing were cooling efficiency, water usage, and speed of 
cooling. 
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DELUXE STAINLESS IMMERSION WORT CHILLER (MIDWEST SUPPLIES) 

 

DELUXE IMMERSION WORT CHILLER (MIDWEST SUPPLIES) 

  

Deluxe Stainless Steel Immersion 

Wort Chiller with garden hose 
fittings on both in and out of the 

coil. 50 ft of heavy duty 1/2" 
stainless steel tubing. Big enough to 
chill even a full 10 gallon boil in a 

matter of minutes. Just hook up 
your garden hoses and you are 
ready to go. 

Approximate Dimensions: 11" High 
at top of Coils, and 25" High at hose 
fittings. 

 

 

• Cost $100  

• Less Thermal Efficiency than 
Copper. 

• More Rigid and Robust 

• Heavy 

• Awkward Shape 

• Greater Corrosion Resistance 

• Leans to the side due to uneven 
bottom and must be placed against 
the wall of kettle. 

• Uses high volume of water. 

  
50 ft. of 1/2" copper, garden hose 
fittings on both in and out of the 
coil. Big enough to chill even a full 
10 gallon boil in a matter of 

minutes. Easily hook up your own 
garden hoses are you are ready to 
go.  13.5" tall at the top coil, 23" to 

the bend in the coil.  

 

• Cost $115 Plus Shipping 

• Less Rigid and Robust than stainless 

• Heavy and Awkward Shape 

• Less Corrosion Resistance than 
stainless 

• Greater Thermal Efficiency than 
stainless. 

• Most coils are located higher in the 
boil to increase efficiency.  (Heat 
Rises) 

• Uses high volume of water. 

http://www.midwestsupplies.co
m/stainless-steel-immersion-
wort-chiller-w-garden-hose-
fittings-50-ft.html  9/26/05  
Stainless Steel Immersion 

Wort Chiller w/Garden Hose 

Fittings 50 ft   Product # 

SS6657 midwestsupplies.com  

http://www.midwestsupplies.co
m/deluxe-immersion-wort-
chiller.html   9/26/05  Deluxe 

Immersion Wort Chiller 
Product # WC50 
midwestsupplies.com  



 

THERMINATOR 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
The fastest way to chill your wort to 
yeast pitching temperature and get 

your fermentation off to a quick, 
bacteria-free start. It will chill 10 
gallons of wort using 58 degree 
cooling water at 5 gallons per 

minute in 5 minutes! 
316 stainless steel plates and 
fittings, brazed together with pure 
copper in an oxygen free furnace 

which eliminates the possibility of 
leaks like a gasket type
features a low restriction garden 

hose size water inlets and outlets, 
and 1/2" MPT wort inlets and 
outlets. Low restriction means that 
you can use a gravity feed or a 

pump. Sanitize by flushing with 
sanitizer, or you can even boil it to 
sanitize. Use the back

assembly (sold separately) to flush 
water back through the unit after 
use to make sure The Therminator 
stays clean. Comes with stainless 

mounting bracket and detailed 
instructions. The most effective 
chilling device available.

htt
plies.com/therminator.h

tml

Therminator
Chiller

WC80 
midwestsupplies.com

fastest way to chill your wort to 
yeast pitching temperature and get 

your fermentation off to a quick, 
free start. It will chill 10 

lons of wort using 58 degree 
cooling water at 5 gallons per 

minute in 5 minutes! Features all 
316 stainless steel plates and 
fittings, brazed together with pure 
copper in an oxygen free furnace - 

which eliminates the possibility of 
leaks like a gasket type unit. It 
features a low restriction garden 

hose size water inlets and outlets, 
and 1/2" MPT wort inlets and 

ow restriction means that 
you can use a gravity feed or a 

pump. Sanitize by flushing with 
sanitizer, or you can even boil it to 

Use the back-flush hose 

assembly (sold separately) to flush 
water back through the unit after 
use to make sure The Therminator 
stays clean. Comes with stainless 

mounting bracket and detailed 
instructions. The most effective wort 
chilling device available. 

 

• Cost $200  

• Small light and easy to handle.

• Difficult to clean and sanitize.

• Completely enclosed system makes 
it impossible to see any dirt or 
contaminants. 

• Extremely Fast Cooling

• Uses very little water.

http://www.midwestsup
plies.com/therminator.h

tml  9/26/11   
Therminator Wort 
Chiller  Product # 
WC80 
midwestsupplies.com  
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Small light and easy to handle. 

Difficult to clean and sanitize. 

Completely enclosed system makes 
it impossible to see any dirt or 

Extremely Fast Cooling 

Uses very little water. 
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WHIRLPOOL/IMMERSION CHILLER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

  

 

 

 

 

Hot wort is pumped from the kettle 

and passes over the cooling coil.  As 
the wort flows over the coil and 
reenters wort in the pot it creates a 
whirlpool effect.  

 
Benefits over Counter-flow Chillers and 
Therminator. 
  

• Improved hop aroma. 

• Reduced DMS. 

• Reduced cold break in the 
fermenter 

• Ability to control the final 
temperature more precisely. 

 
This is a result of cooling the all of the wort 
at one time as opposed to rapidly cool a 
small stream of wort in a chiller. 

http://www.mr
malty.com/chil
ler.php  
9/26/11  

Whirlpool/ 

Immersion 

Chiller 

mrmalty.com  

Closest Senior Design Project: 
FREEZABLE WORT CHILLER FOR HOME BREWING 

WEINMANN, DAVE 
CEAS Reading Room—MET 2000---TEMP UNAVAILABLE  
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APPENDIX B: CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS  
WORT CHILLER CUSTOMER SURVEY RESULTS 

 Please take a few minutes to complete the following survey on wort chillers.  It is my 
goal to design a new type of wort chiller which will include the features most important to 
you the customer.  Your input is a valuable part of the design process.   
 

How important is each feature to you for the design of a new wort chiller? 
Please circle the appropriate answer.     1 = low importance         5 = high importance 
 
Water Usage 1(7) 2(5) 3(4) 4(4) 5(5) N/A(0)       2.80(avg) 
Cooling Time 1(0) 2(0) 3(0) 4(5) 5(20 N/A(0)       4.80(avg) 
Stirring Feature 1(11) 2(4) 3(7) 4(1) 5(1) N/A(1)       2.04(avg) 
Cost   1(0) 2(2) 3(10) 4(6) 5(7) N/A(0)       3.72(avg) 
Size  1(2) 2(6) 3(9) 4(6) 5(1) N/A(1)       2.92(avg) 
Ease of Cleaning  1(1) 2(1) 3(7) 4(10) 5(6) N/A(0)       3.76(avg) 
Ease of Operation 1(0) 2(5) 3(5) 4(7) 5(8) N/A(0)       3.72(avg) 
Durability 1(0) 2(2) 3(5) 4(7) 5(8) N/A(0)       4.20(avg) 
Corrosion Resistance 1(0) 2(2) 3(5) 4(7) 5(11) N/A(0)       4.08(avg) 
Ability to Hang/Suspend 1(12) 2(7) 3(2) 4(2) 5(2) N/A(0)       2.00(avg) 
Temperature Reading 1(11) 2(3) 3(3) 4(2) 5(6) N/A(0)       2.56(avg) 
Ease of Storage 1(11) 2(2) 3(5) 4(4) 5(3) N/A(0)       2.44(avg) 

 
Please rate your level of satisfaction with your current wort chiller? 

Please circle the appropriate answer.      1 = very UNsatisfied          5 = very satisfied 
 
Water Usage 1(1) 2(7) 3(7) 4(4) 5(6) N/A(0)       3.28(avg) 
Cooling Time 1(2) 2(4) 3(8) 4(4) 5(7) N/A(0)       3.40(avg) 
Stirring Feature 1(10) 2(3) 3(0) 4(1) 5(2) N/A(9)       1.88(avg) 
Cost   1(4) 2(2) 3(2) 4(4) 5(7) N/A(3)       3.36(avg) 
Size  1(0) 2(3) 3(6) 4(8) 5(6) N/A(2)       4.00(avg) 
Ease of Cleaning  1(4) 2(0 3(7) 4(5) 5(7) N/A(2)       3.50(avg) 
Ease of Operation 1(4) 2(0) 3(4) 4(7) 5(10) N/A(0)       3.80(avg) 
Durability 1(1) 2(2) 3(3) 4(7) 5(11) N/A(1)       4.10(avg) 
Corrosion Resistance 1(1) 2(0) 3(6) 4(7) 5(8) N/A(3)       3.95(avg) 
Ability to Hang/Suspend 1(8) 2(2) 3(2) 4(1) 5(3) N/A(9)       5.00(avg) 
Temperature Reading 1(13) 2(0) 3(1) 4(0) 5(1) N/A(10)     2.00(avg) 
Ease of Storage 1(6) 2(3) 3(7) 4(4) 5(4) N/A(1)       3.00(avg) 
 
How many gallons of wort do you typically cool?  
3(3),   4(0),   5(14),   6(1),   7(0),   8(0),   9(0),   10(1)  
 
How much would you spend on a new chiller?  
$20-$50(5), $50-$100(11), $100-$150(5), $150-$200(0) 
 

             Thank you for your time 
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APPENDIX C: QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT 
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APPENDIX D: SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX E: BUDGET 
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APPENDIX F: CALCULATIONS 
 
Equations Used in Natural Convection Calculations (outside the plates) 

 

General Heat Transfer Formula 

 

 � � ����∆�	 
 Q   =  Change in Heat Cp    =  Specific Heat m    =  Mass  ΔT  =  Temperature Change  
 
Total Heat Removed 

 

 � � ������ � ������ 
 Q   =  Heat removed from the system Cp1    =  Specific Heat At Temperature 1 Cp2    =  Specific Heat At Temperature 2 m    =  Mass T1  =  Initial Temperature T2  =  Final Temperature 
 

 

Biot Number 

 

 �� � �����   Bi   = Biot Number h    = Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient Kb    = Thermal Conductivity of the Body Lc  = Characteristic Length 
 
Charicteristic Length of the Body 

 

 $% � &' 

 Lc  = Characteristic Length of the Body V  = Height of Vertical Body A  = Total Area of the Body 
 
 
Nusselt Number 
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 *+ � .825 / 0 .12345678
9��:�.;<�/�>	 ?78@ ABCD

�
 

 Nu   = Nusselt Number RaL   = Rayleigh Number Pr    = Prandtl Number 
 
Convection Coefficient 

 

 K � L M ��N *+  h    = Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient k    = Thermal Conductivity of the fluid Lc  = Characteristic Length Nu   = Nusselt Number 
 
Rayleigh Number 

 

 PQ � RST�UVWUX	��Y ZB [ \] 

 RaL   = Rayleigh Number g    = Gravity β   = Coefficient of Volume Expansion Ts  = Surface Temperature T∞    = Fluid Temperature Lc  = Characteristic Length b    = Kinematic Viscosity of the Fluid Pr    = Prandtl Number 
 
Prandtl Number 

 

 \] � R cde � [ 

 Pr    = Prandtl Number f    = Dynamic Viscosity Cp    =  Specific Heat K    = Thermal Conductivity of the Fluid 
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Heat Transfer Calculations by Natural Convection on Exterior Surface of Vertical 

Chiller Plates 
 

 

Total Heat to be Removed by the System 

 Cp1    =  3.810 kJ/kg°C Cp2    =  3.780 kJ/kg°C m    =  23.062 kg T1  =  373.15 K T2  =  299.15 K 
 
 
 � � �3.81	�23.062	�373.15	 � �3.78	�23.062	�299.15	 = 7139.35 kJ 
 
 

 
 

Prandtl Number 

 f    = 0.705 x 10-3 Pa.s Cp    =  3810 J/kg°C K    = 0.6318 W/m°C 
 

 \] � R �0.705 x 10�3	�3810	 m.n1�2 [  � 4.2529 

 

Rayleigh Number 

 g    = 9.81 m/s2 β   = 219.42 x 10-6 1/°C Ts  = 15.55 °C T∞    = 100 °C Lc  = 0.19 m  b    = 0.7058 x 10-6 m2/s Pr    = 4.2529 
 

 PQ � R�<.2�	���<.;� p �mq8	��mmW�r.rr	�m.�<Y	 m.3mr2 p �mq8 [ 4.2529 � 1.064 x 10�m 

 
Nusselt Number  RaL   = 1.064 x 1010 Pr    = 4.2529 
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 *+ � .825 / 0 �.123	��.mn; p �m7s	 78
9��:�.;<�/;.�r�<	 ?78@ ABCD

�
� 1435.77 

 
 
Convection Coefficient 

 k    = 0.6318 W/m°C Lc  = 0.19 m Nu   = 1435.77 
 

 K � Lm.n1�2 m.�< N 1435.77 � 4774.31 tuB°� 

 
 
 
 
 

Equations Used in Forced Convection Calculations (within the plates) 

 
 
For the purpose of simplifying the calculation process the Rectangular Channel that runs 
through the heat exchanger plates was broken into individual segments with lengths of 0.86 
meters.  The heat transfer at each segment was calculated at individual time intervals every 
0.76 seconds. 
 
For each individual length segment / time interval, there were six individual calculations 
performed. 
 

1. Temperature of the Cooling Fluid: 
2. Prandtl Number for the Cooling Fluid: 
3. Nusselt Number for the Cooling Fluid Flow: 
4. Convection Coefficient for the Cooling Fluid Flow: 
5. Heat Removed by the Cooling Fluid: 
6. Temperature Change for the Cooling Fluid: 

 
At the end of every time interval there are two additional values calculated for the time 
interval. 
 

1. Total heat removed from the wort:  The heat removed in each segment of the channel 
is summed 

2. Temperature Change of the wort due to heat removal:  This is the total temperature 
change for the wort during this 0.76 second time period. 

3. New Wort Temperature:  This value is used for the wort temperature in all 
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calculations for the next time interval. 
 
Because of the fact that the temperature of the wort and the cooling fluid are both in constant 
flux, all of these values are constantly changing and must be recalculated for every length 
segment at each time interval.     
 

 
Temperature of the Cooling Fluid 

 

 �w � ��x	y>z{. / ∆� 

 Tf      =  New Fluid Temperature  T�f	prev   =  Previous Fluid Temperature  ΔT     =  Temperature Change �Calculated in previous step	 
 

 

Reynolds Number 

 Re    = Reynolds Number 
Vm  = Mean Velocity 
Lc  = Characteristic Length b    = Dynamic Viscosity 
 

 P� � R�<.2�	���<.;� p �mq8	��mmW�r.rr	�m.�<Y	 m.3mr2 p �mq8 [ 4.2529 � 1.064 x 10�m 

 

Prandtl Number for the Cooling Fluid  
The Prandtl Number for water changes with temperature.  To formulate a way to incorporate 
this change into calculations a list of Prandtl Numbers for water at temperatures ranging from 
25°C to 60° was compiled.  These values were plotted using excel.  A trend line was fitted to 
the data in the form of a second order polynomial and this equation was used to find the 
prandtl number for each line segment / time interval. 

 

 \] � 0.0014 RUV�U�� [� � 0.1981 RUV�U�� [ / 9.8352 

 Pr  =  Prandtl Number  Ts  =  Surface Temperature (wort)  Tf  =  Fluid Temperature (water)  
Nusselt Number for the Cooling Fluid Flow (Laminar Flow)  
 *+ �. 332 � P�� �⁄ � \]�/1  Nu   = Nusselt Number 
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Pr   = Prandtl Number Re  = Reynolds Number 
 
Convection Coefficient 

 

 K � L M ��N *+  h    = Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient k    = Thermal Conductivity of the fluid (water) Lc  = Characteristic Length Nu   = Nusselt Number 
 
Heat Removed by the Cooling Fluid 

 

 � � � x K x ��� � �w� x �  Q   =  Change in Heat A    =  Cooling Area h    =  Convection Coefficient Ts  =  Surface Temperature (wort temperature) Tf  =  Fluid Temperature (water temperature) t  =  time elapsed 
 
Temperature Change for the Cooling Fluid and Wort 

 

 ∆� � �de �  ΔT   =  Temperature Change Q   =  Change in Heat Cp    =  Specific Heat m    =  Mass  
Heat Transfer Calculations by Forced Convection on Interior Surface of Chiller Plates  
Sample Calculations: Time Step 2 from t1 = 0.76 to t2 = 1.52 seconds 
    Length Segment 1 from L1=0.860 m to L2=1.720 m 
  
Reynolds Number 

 Re    = Reynolds Number 
Vm  = Mean Velocity 
Lc  = Characteristic Length b    = Dynamic Viscosity 
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 P� � R�m.;<��	�m.�< 	 ;.33�� p �mqC [ � 1.959 x 10r (Laminar Flow)  
 

Temperature of the Cooling Fluid 

 T�f	prev   =  15.55°C  ΔT     =  26.85°C 
 

 �w � 15.55 / 26.85 � 42.4 

 
 

Prandtl Number for the Cooling Fluid  
The Prandtl Number for water changes with temperature.  To formulate a way to incorporate 
this change into calculations a list of Prandtl Numbers for water at temperatures ranging from 
25°C to 60° was compiled.  These values were plotted using excel.  A trend line was fitted to 
the data in the form of a second order polynomial and this equation was used to find the 
prandtl number for each line segment / time interval. 

 Ts  =  100.0°C  Tf  =  15.55°C 
 

 \] � 0.0014 R�mm:�r.rr� [� � 0.1981 R�mm:�r.rr� [ / 9.8352 � 3.063 

  
Nusselt Number for the Cooling Fluid Flow (Turbulent Flow)  
 *+ �. 332 � 195934.657� �⁄ � 3.063� 1⁄ � 213.43  Pr   = 3.063 Re  = 195,934.657  
Convection Coefficient 

 k    = 0.65193 W/m*K Dh  = 0.19 m Nu   = 213.43 
 

 K � Lm.nr�<1 m.�< N 78.33876 � 709.7 �uB��  
 

Heat Removed 
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 A    =  0.0076 m2 U    =  617.85 W/m2*K Ts  =  100°C Tf  =  15.55°C t  =  0.386 seconds 
 

 � � �0.0076	 x �617.85	x �100 � 15.55	 x �0.360	 �  1531 J  
 
Temperature Change for the Cooling Fluid 

 Q   = 1,531 J Cp    =  4065.7 J/kg*K m    =  0.19 kg 
 

 ∆� � �r1��;mnr.3	�m.�<	 � 1.982°�  
Temperature Change for the Wort 

 Q   = 9,186 J Cp    =  3810 J/kg*K m    =  23.062 kg 
 

 ∆� � <�2n�12�m	��1.mn�	 � 0.1045°� 

 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 

 U  = Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient ho    =  Outer Convection Coefficient hi    =  Inner Convection Coefficient 
 

 � � �� 7��	� 7��	 
 

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 

 ho    =  4773.3 W/m2*K hi    = 709.7 W/m2*K 
 

 � � �� 7�CCY.Y	� 7Cs?.C	 � 617.85 �uB�� 
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APPENDIX G: ASSEMBLY AND DETAIL DRAWINGS 
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APPENDIX H: PURCHASED COMPONENTS 
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APPENDIX I: BILL OF MATERIALS 

 


